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One-against-all
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• Suppose there are k classes, then we train k SVMs
• Data is !! , #! , $ℎ&'& #! ∈ {1,… , ,}
• For the m’th SVM, the data is converted to 

• !! , .!" , $ℎ&'& .!" = 0 1 12 #! = 3
−1 12 #! ≠ 3

So each SVM is trained for a specific label. This produces , pa1'8 ($# , :#)

To classify a new point !, we classify according to which class has the largest 
margin:

arg max
"$%,…,#

$"( ! + :"



One-against-one
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Again suppose we have k classes, we are going to train k choose 2 SVMs:
• For each pair of classes (i,j), find all of the data with label i or label j, train 

SVM just for these data (a regular binary SVM)
• There are # #)%

* distinct pairs, so we train these many SVMs

Given a new point with feature x, we can use majority voting: 
• Each of the SVM will produce some decision based on x 
• Keep track of how many times a particular class is chosen
• The final decision is the class that was chosen most of the time 
• If there is a tie, break uniformly at random 



Ensemble Learning
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The idea of training many classifiers then somehow combining the results is a 
powerful one:
• Some popular algorithms include random forests, Ada-boost, Gradient-

boost 
Here we look at a very simple rule:

Majority voting: train many classifiers, take the majority vote among 
them
• E.g., logistic regression, Naïve Bayes, SVM, SVM with different kernels

The idea is that it is hard to find a single classifier that always work well, but 
most of them work some of the time



(Deep) Neural Networks
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Neural network is perhaps the most popular method. There are many 
dedicated books and courses on this topic

Lots of off the shelve algorithms

Still require a lot of intuition to use

Different application require different arch of NW



Neural Networks
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All classifiers can be thought of in the following way:

classifier
! "

I

1 Mathematical description of the box e Matiated

2 A way to
tune this box E NW is popular now



Neural Networks
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The neural part of neural networks comes from a computational unit:

É ta can be a lot of

different nonlinear
function

sigmoid tanh Relu
bug Rell Ex max Xo

Than Layered NN withReka
activation function can

approximate almost all functions



Neural Networks
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The network part of neural networks means that we connect these units 
(neurons) in layers and stack them:

Yay fac Exilitbi
leg Reba

Add
É

Malt
take Max XO

output
layertiger



Neural Networks
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Output layer
class I o e realnumber

Jas
likelihoods

class 2 O
o

class K j
natural multiclass classifier
State of art for many applications



Neural Networks Structure
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fac wiki tb

The topology orch
hyperparameters tuned

number of input manually
number of layers
number of units in a layer
activation function

Weights parameters e tuned by computer
Wi b called backpropogation



Neural Network Training
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We want to minimize some loss L

I Y Ytrue
To minmize the loss we need to derivatives

Twist o

Only nonlinearpart is tail q 89oz
use the layered arch to do I Legy
a recursion

Automatic differentiation Ap



Neural Networks
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Neural networks have been around for a long time, but their applications most 
remained niche until recently

Because of the stacking structure, neural networks require a lot of 
computational power to train, so it was hard to even train a two-layer network 
20 years ago

The exponential growth in computing power allows us to train much deeper 
neural networks today
• Many computer vision or natural language processing networks are 100’s of 

layers deep



Network Structure
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Fully connected (sometimes called dense) layer 

everything is connected to everything

yet Cwxtbfull matrix
REEF



Convolutional layers
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They became particularly famous thanks to their extraordinary performance in 
image classification tasks.

frequency domain filtering

filtering in freq
domain

convolution in
time domain

implementing a small filter



Dropout Layers
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A dropout layer is used to prevent overfitting of the network 
by randomly setting a fixed number of input elements to 0. 

to nayanars
randomly delete some of these links



very deep neural networks
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Example
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Logistic regression: 71% accuracy 

Neural network: 50 hidden neurons, tanh 
activation function, sigmoid output
94% accuracy



Example
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CIFAR-10 (https://www.cs.toronto.edu/~kriz/cifar.html) which is made 
up of 60000 small RGB images (32 x 32) belonging to 10 different 
categories (airplane, automobile, bird, cat, deer, dog, frog, horse, ship, 
truck).

SVM and logistic regression are very hard to 
use for this dataset 

A “simple” convolution neural network can be 
trained to 71% accuracy

Much fancier neural networks have higher 
accuracy

https://www.cs.toronto.edu/~kriz/cifar.html


Neural Networks
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Neural networks have been around for a long time, but their applications most 
remained niche until recently

Because of the stacking structure, neural networks require a lot of 
computational power to train, so it was hard to even train a two-layer network 
20 years ago

The exponential growth in computing power allows us to train much deeper 
neural networks today
• Many computer vision or natural language processing networks are 100’s of 

layers deep



Unsupervised Learning
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So far, we have been looking at supervised learning problems: we have 
features x and output y, with the goal of learning a function from x to y

What happens when we don’t have label? 

sate

Unsafe



Unsupervised Learning
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Unsupervised Learning
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A lot of AI is about unsupervised learning:

Power systems

fault detect'm

unsafe operation

designing a distribution grid

Amazon Alexa challenge i get echo to
have

a conversation

start with clustering



Clustering
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We start with a bunching of points 

no labels
We want to find a rule that assigns points togroups

go GEX to 0,1 t

t ca n
a group is called a cluster

process of finding agroup is
called clustering

mostly tows on hard clustering each point assigned
to a singlegroup



Example
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Applications of Clustering
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Finding the clear link between clustering and applications is not always easy
Example: smart meter clustering, used for demand response programs 

https://medium.com/datadriveninvestor/clustering-energy-
data-from-smart-meters-41e5b17f1480, M. Grabner, 2018

https://medium.com/datadriveninvestor/clustering-energy-data-from-smart-meters-41e5b17f1480


K-Means
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K-Means is perhaps the best known clustering algorithm



Examples
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Easy case



Example
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More difficult case (it’s not easy to just apply k-means without some idea of 
what you want at the end)



Optimal Number of Clusters
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S-Score
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Example
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Cluster Instability
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Example
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Many Metrics are used at the same time
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S-score: higher the better Instability: lower the better



DBSCAN
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Examples
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DBSCAN K-means


